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QUESTION 1

Can you use CloudWatch to monitor memory and disk utilization usage for your Amazon EC2 Linux instances? 

A. CloudWatch can only measure memory usage. 

B. CloudWatch can only collect memory and disk usage metrics when an instance is running. 

C. It is possible only on Linux EC2 instances using the CloudWatch Monitoring scripts for Linux. 

D. CloudWatch can only measure disk usage. 

Correct Answer: C 

Explanation: 

Using the Cloudwatch Monitoring scripts for Linux, you can measure memory and disk usage of your Linux 

EC2 instances. 

Reference: 

http://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonCloudWatch/latest/DeveloperGuide/mon-scripts.html 

 

QUESTION 2

A user has created a photo editing software and hosted it on EC2. The software accepts requests from the user about
the photo format and resolution and sends a message to S3 to enhance the picture accordingly. Which of the below
mentioned AWS services will help make a scalable software with the AWS infrastructure in this scenario? 

A. AWS Glacier 

B. AWS Elastic Transcoder 

C. AWS Simple Notification Service 

D. AWS Simple Queue Service 

Correct Answer: D 

Explanation: Amazon Simple Queue Service (SQS. is a fast, reliable, scalable, and fully managed message queuing
service. SQS provides a simple and cost-effective way to decouple the components of an application. The user can
configure SQS, which will decouple the call between the EC2 application and S3. Thus, the application does not keep
waiting for S3 to provide the data. 

 

QUESTION 3

A user is planning to setup infrastructure on AWS for the Christmas sales. The user is planning to use Auto Scaling
based on the schedule for proactive scaling. What advice would you give to the user? 

A. It is good to schedule now because if the user forgets later on it will not scale up 
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B. The scaling should be setup only one week before Christmas 

C. Wait till end of November before scheduling the activity 

D. It is not advisable to use scheduled based scaling 

Correct Answer: C 

Explanation: Auto Scaling based on a schedule allows the user to scale the application in response to predictable load
changes. The user can specify any date in the future to scale up or down during that period. As per Auto Scaling the
user can schedule an action for up to a month in the future. Thus, it is recommended to wait until end of November
before scheduling for Christmas. 

 

QUESTION 4

A SysOps administrator is investigating why a user has been unable to use RDP to connect over the internet from their
home computer to a bastion server running on an Amazon EC2 Windows instance. 

Which of the following are possible causes of this issue? (Choose two.) 

A. A network ACL associated with the bastion\\'s subnet is blocking the network traffic. 

B. The instance does not have a private IP address. 

C. The route table associated with the bastion\\'s subnet does not have a route to the internet gateway. 

D. The security group for the instance does not have an inbound rule on port 22. 

E. The security group for the instance does not have an outbound rule on port 3389. 

Correct Answer: CE 

Reference: https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSEC2/latest/WindowsGuide/troubleshoot-connect-windowsinstance.html 

 

QUESTION 5

A user is trying to save some cost on the AWS services. Which of the below mentioned options will not help him save
cost? 

A. Delete the unutilized EBS volumes once the instance is terminated 

B. Delete the AutoScaling launch configuration after the instances are terminated 

C. Release the elastic IP if not required once the instance is terminated 

D. Delete the AWS ELB after the instances are terminated 

Correct Answer: B 

Explanation: 

AWS bills the user on as pay as you go model. AWS will charge the user once the AWS resource is 
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allocated. Even though the user is not using the resource, AWS will charge if it is in service or allocated. 

Thus, it is advised that once the user\\'s work is completed he should: 

Terminate the EC2 instance Delete the EBS volumes Release the unutilized Elastic IPs Delete ELB The 

AutoScaling launch configuration does not cost the user. Thus, it will not make any difference to the cost 

whether it is deleted or not. 
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